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Sensitive imaging of an elastic nonlinear wave-scattering source in a solid
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We have developed an imaging method for locating isolated nonlinear scattering source~s! in solids.
It relies on extracting the nonlinear response of a solid by modulation of a high by a low-frequency
wave, and employing moving-window, synchronous detection. The resulting image consists of
nonlinear wave reflection profiles with remarkable sensitivity to an isolated elastic nonlinear
source~s!. In creating the image, we can distinguish between a nonlinear scattering source and other
wave scatterers in the material. The method should work equally well for imaging the relative
nonlinearity of different regions within a volume. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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In this work we illustrate a method by which to create
image, a ‘‘nonlinear wave reflection profile,’’ much like
pulse-echo profile, but one that ‘‘filters’’ for nonlinear elast
scattering sources due to material damage. A line scatte
source~a crack! is imaged in a sample in the presence
other features that scatter the elastic wave field.

It has been shown that ‘‘low-aspect-ratio’’~flat! features
~cracks, grain contacts, delaminations! create ‘‘nonclassical’’
nonlinear wave effects while other geometries~spheres,
holes, ellipses, surfaces! do not.1 Nonclassical nonlinearity
arises from hysteresis in the wave pressure-deforma
~stress-strain! relation,1 in contrast to ‘‘classical’’~landau-
type! nonlinearity arising from anharmonicity.2

Work relating material damage and nonlinear dynam
wave response by study of the wave second harmonic
performed as early as 1979,3 and later,4 including develop-
ment of a 2nd harmonic A-scan.5 Synchronous detection o
cracks using modulation has been referred to in a numbe
works.6,7

In the work presented here, synchronous, phase lock
tection is combined with nonlinear wave modulation for im
aging nonlinear scattering sources. A low-frequency, conti
ous wave ~cw! excitation is applied to the specime
simultaneous to a group of high frequency tone bursts. D
to the cw excitation, the amplitude and phase of the ul
sonic toneburst reflected from a nonlinear source will
modulated, while the signal reflected from an elastica
‘‘linear’’ scatterer ~e.g., a hole or a material boundary! cre-
ates no modulation~see also Ref. 6!. One can see the differ
ence schematically in Fig. 1. The figure shows tone bu
reflected from a linear and nonlinear scatterer, respectiv
at different times in the presence of the cw-induced str
field. The amplitude of the wave reflected from the nonline
scatterer is controlled by the phase of the cw excitation. T
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first pair of tone bursts is reflected at a point when the lo
frequency cw excitation stress reaches a maximum, forcin
transient, reduced acoustic impedance. The second pa
tone bursts is shown at the time when the low-frequen
wave stress is zero, meaning there is no effect on the
flected tone bursts. The third pair is shown at the momen
wave extension, forcing a transient reflection coefficient t
is maximized. The amplitude of the tone burst reflected fr
the linear scatterer remains constant, remaining indepen
of the changing stress field. Application of the amplitu
modulation of the ultrasonic tone burst with synchrono
detection allows one to distinguish nonlinear from line
scatterers.

In the following we provide specific details about th
procedure. In Fig. 2~a! we show a sample with nonscatterin
sources~small dots!, a nonlinear scattering source~bold line
at A! and a linear scattering source~large dot at B!. Figure
2~b! illustrates the modulation and synchronous detect
scheme for isolating the nonlinear scatterer described be

Three times and rates are pertinent:~1! the two-way
travel time associated with each scattering locationtm , ~2!
the repetition rate between each high-frequency tone bursR,
and ~3! the time~duration! of the processed signalTn at the
scattering source locationtm . In Fig. 2~a! the wave source
located on the sample face launches a tone burst~in this
experiment the frequency and duration are 3 MHz and 0
ms, respectively! at a sequence of times,T1 ...TN , N5512.

il:
FIG. 1. Concept of the combined effect of low-frequency cw modulation
successive ultrasonic pulses in a material containing a linear and a nonl
scatterer.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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The vector of radiated pulse sequenceTN is Tn5(1/R)(n
21) s, n51...N, where the source repetition rateR is 366
Hz. Thus at eachTn , we have a tone burst with amplitudeAp

from Ap sin(vpTn) where the subscriptp refers to the tone
burst. Simultaneously, a large amplitude, cw low-frequen
excitation Acw sin(vcwt) is applied to the sample end~see
Fig. 3!. Here the input sampling rate for the cw wave
much smaller than the repetition rateR that controls the
pulsed output. The detected signalAD5Acw sin(vcwt)
1Ap sin(vpTn) in the case of the linear scatterer orAD

5Acw sin(vcwt)Ap sin(vpTn) in the case of the nonlinea
scatterer in the time intervalDT, the time window width for
each location of interrogation in time@the dots on the grid in
Fig. 2~b!#. This step can be seen in~a! in Fig. 2~b! for the
nonlinear and linear scatter, respectively. In the detected
nal AD the low-frequency excitation is eliminated by a hig
pass filter, the pulses are rectified@~b!, Fig. 2~b!#, and this
signal is recorded and digitized, in this case at 0.6ms using
256 points~thusDT525630.6ms!. The nonlinear scattere
has a nonzero frequency component at the vibration
quency in addition to a dc component while the linear sc
terer has only a dc component.

As a consequence the output is an ‘‘amplitude’’ mat
Vnm extracted from the sequence of filtered and rectified s
nalsVnm5V(Tn ,tm), @~c!, Fig. 2~b!# where the rectified sig-
nal in each successive time window istm5mt0 , the sam-
pling interval of the rectified signalt05DT/256, the number
of samples in the rectified signalm51...256, andn51...N.

FIG. 2. ~a! Conceptual view of the experiment and~b! of the processing
scheme.

FIG. 3. Experimental configuration.
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The basic procedure is to study the Fourier structure
V(Tn ,tm) at fixed ~phase-locked! tm ,

A~tm!5 (
n51

N

V~Tn ,tm!sinvcwTn , ~1!

where V(Tn ,tm) is at the frequency sinvcwTn of the cw
modulation, the 10 Hz signal in this case. This procedure w
identify thosetm at which the detected signal has eviden
of the nonlinear scatterer, because a nonlinear scatterer
have energy at the modulation-wave frequency and a lin
scatterer will not@~c!, Fig. 2~b!#. The association of timetn

with spaceZn can be carried out independently of the expe
mental procedure~if wave speed is known!, and therefore the
above steps do not depend on this identification. Thust
}Z in some known way, the output can be used to iden
the spatial location of the nonlinear scatterer. This proced
is carried out forx1 ...xi , where i 51...26 source locations
across the sample face, and in this manner the full w
profile ~the two-dimensional matrix of scattered amplitude!
is obtained.

The processed data set is the amplitude of the 10
signal at eachxi and at eachtm . That is, theX by tm matrix
of amplitudes is,Af(xi ,tm), where the subscriptf is the
modulation frequency at 10 Hz. The location of the scatt
ing source is found by solving the inverse problem asso
ated with this matrix. Here the nonlinear scatterers are p
sources to within the resolutionDz5ct0 , wherec is wave
speed. The amplitudeA10 Hz( i ,m) comes from a source on
the line (xi ,z) at z5mct0/2[zm . We divide by two because
we record the two-way travel time of the scattered signa

The output matrix is similar in form to the absolute valu
of amplitude in a seismic reflection profile or pulse-ec
experiment. A difference with a seismic reflection profile
that we have no off-axis detection in this experiment,
though it could and should be done in order to improve n
linear source resolution and imaging capability.

The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 3. T
sample used to demonstrate the imaging technique wa
crack in a steel plate (50330536 mm) induced by cyclic
loading. Before loading, a notch was placed in the plate s
faces to initiate cracking~located 101.5 mm from the plat
ends!. The length of the notch was 17 mm, the depth was
mm, and width was 0.7 mm. A hole 3 mm in diameter w
drilled in the plate at a distance of 101.5 mm from the pla
end farthest from the crack~see Fig. 3!.

One of the plate ends was clamped to a support co
posed of a large mass. Rubber insertions were placed
tween the samples, and the clamp and support, to avoid
sible nonlinear effects from them. The ultrasonic tone-bu
wave was radiated at the plate face as shown in Fig. 3.
diameter of the piston radiator was 9 mm and the resona
frequency of the transducer was 3 MHz. The contact betw
the transducer and plate was made by a standard lubric
Triggering was accomplished by using the electrical to
burst applied to the transducer.

The far end of the plate was connected to a mechan
shaker~Robotron 11075!. The shaker excited flexural vibra
tion of the plate. Vibration amplitudes were detected a
feedback-controlled for amplitude stability by use of an a
celerometer located on the plate.

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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For comparison with a well-known linear method,
pulse-echo experiment was conducted as well. The two
mensional reflection profiles of the elastic linear and of
nonlinear scattering sources@A10 Hz( i ,m)# as a function of
time are shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. In Fig. 4~a!, it is clear
that the amplitude of the linear signal reflected from the h
is higher than amplitude of signal reflected from the cra
@Fig. 4~a!#. Both features are imaged, but the nature of
features is unknown withouta priori knowledge or some
other means of testing. In the case of the nonlinear reflec
profile the level of the modulation in the signal reflect
from crack is large@Fig. 4~b!#. The hole is a linear scattere
and therefore should not produce modulation of the reflec
signal. The hole does create some signal for reasons per
related to scattering, but nonetheless, the lesson learned
the two reflection profiles is impressive. This experime
clearly demonstrates that a crack can be discriminated wi
the background of linear scattering from inhomogeneit
other than cracks, and including sidewall and backwall
flections.

The spatial resolution of the image depends on the tra
ducer width and the distance to the reflected feature.
radiation angle of the transducer in the plate is given
sinf50.88l/d under far field conditions, wheref is the ray
angle,l is wavelength, andd is transducer diameter. Thi
expression indicates that the beam width is 19 mm at

FIG. 4. ~a! Elastic linear scatterering profile where the large reflection fr
the hole is at approximately 35ms. The crack is the later, smaller reflectio
~b! Elastic nonlinear scattering profile where only the crack is imaged.
brighter regions correspond to increased scattering amplitude.
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mm, the distance of the crack. One could narrow the be
width with some effort. Lateral variation in the nonlinea
response may well indicate variation in crack paramete
and from the point of view of discerning crack properties, t
spatial variation of the nonlinear amplitude may be ve
important.1

This work demonstrates that the tone-burst modulat
and synchronous detection technique is an effective tool
selective wave imaging of elastically nonlinear scatter
sources in the presence of elastically linear scatterers.
ther, the results indicate that the method could be applie
careful study of the spatial distribution of nonlinear scatt
ing properties. Such studies may shed light on such issue
crack initiation, crack progression, and the nagging ques
of the physical origin of nonclassical, nonlinear behav
~e.g., Ref. 1!. Three dimensional imaging is clearly possib
applying the same method, and, if multiple offset detect
were used, full, poststack migration imaging could
achieved.

From numerous other studies conducted by us and
ers, we know that different material volumes of scatter
can display different nonlinear characteristics~e.g., Ref. 1!.
This method is applicable to the study of mixed volum
where such differences may exist. Conceivable applicati
include imaging of mixed phase materials, imaging of p
gressive fatigue, in particular of volumes where the fatig
may not be homogeneous, imaging delaminations in laye
composites, and surface seismic and borehole imaging.

The work was supported by the International Scien
Technical Center and by Los Alamos National Laborato
Institutional Support. Thanks to R. Guyer for helpful discu
sions.
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